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MAINLINE MOVES
TO ELECTRIC OR
HYBRID MACHINES
It is our intent to develop a more specialist hybrid or
electric fleet, whilst investing in fuel-efficient diesel
machines, to satisfy the market demand and strict
emission and noise pollution regulations now prevalent
on site. These machines are ideal on restricted sites, in
low emission zones and for indoor work.
Governments are under growing pressure to improve
local air quality which is fuelling more low emission
zones and to reduce noise pollution. Our range of
low emission MEWPs are well suited to operate in
emission sensitive environments inside buildings, hotels,
hospitals, schools and shopping centres. Equally we are
seeing demand from factories and industrial sites for
maintenance and inspection work.
Our in-house transport fleet is
continuously being upgraded and
increased and continues to provide
a great flexible service, under our
control, to customers. Now lead by
our dedicated Transport Manager,
Matt Hubbard, the transport team has
been able to keep up with the surge
in demand this year ensuring customers
get the right kit, to the right place and on time.

MAINLINE CLEANS UP
WITH PARTICLE FILTERS
AND SCRUBBERS
In a bid to clean up operations, Mainline has installed
particle filters on hire machinery destined for use in
emissions sensitive sites. As a major supplier of Access
and Plant, Mainline has become increasingly aware of the
emissions expelled from diesel powered equipment.
Emissions potentially include over 40 substances that can
be hazardous air pollutants and harmful to humans. We
have considered
the health
implications of
the operators and
the impact on
the environment
when using a
Diesel Machine.
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The appetite for large access machines
did not abate in 2019. With the addition of
more large scissors and booms into the fleet
we continue to raise orders for more with
deliveries starting to appear.
Our largest scissor lift is the Holland Lift
Megastar G320. This machine has a working
height of 33.70m and a platform length of
10.02m when extended. We look forward to
taking delivery of more of these machines in
2020.
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The request to deliver the following to the centre
of Birmingham 3 x cherry pickers, 6 x scissors, 10
harnesses, 1 x 17 mtr Telehandler and 1 x 10 kva
Transformer within 2 hrs.

DELIVERING
TRAINING
SOLUTIONS
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I cannot think of many companies that would rise to
the challenge with such a positive “can-do” approach
especially given it was 3pm on a Friday evening.
It’s worth mentioning that my client told me “getting
the quantities of equipment before Monday would
be impossible” it put a smile on my face when your
drivers arrived with a full complement of access
equipment within the hour. The job has since been
completed and we have a very happy customer.
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As part of our commitment to continuous improvement
and to make sure we understand our customers, we
decided to introduce Customer Satisfaction surveys.
The feedback we have received so far has been
brilliant and a great insight into our performance as
a business. Any comments raised by our customers
have be actioned promptly.
We hope you will continue to help us monitor our
service to ensure we perform at the very highest level.

MORE ORDERS P L A C E D . . .
Having placed significant orders with suppliers we are
pleased to say the machines have started to arrive. This
includes this HL275/D25 Diesel Scissor Lift. This high
demand machine has 4 wheel drive and selfstabilising legs making it perfect for multi terrain
use. It has a load capacity of 1000kg and can
drive at full height, impressive! The HL275’s large
safe working load and platform dimensions make it
ideal for cladding, glazing and general construction
and building projects. Did we also mention it has
the latest TA3 environmentally friendly engine?

In response to these potential health
concerns for operators, Mainline has
fitted filters directly mounted onto
the exhaust pipe of some of the
diesel fleet. The filters are provided
by specialist manufacturers of particle filters and stop
99% of dangerous particles. The filter begins functioning
immediately upon starting the machine.
Mainline’s Managing Director, Keith Williams said,“The use
of particle filters on our fleet is another step towards
achieving our
environmental goals
whilst supporting the
health needs of our
customers.”

SCRUBBER UNIT FITTED
TO GENIE 5390 AND
GENERATORS

Average satisfaction rating of

93% over the last 12 months

MAINLINE GO
THE EXTRA MILE...

“

I would like to take the time to thank you and your
Team for the last minute support you provided on
Friday evening, (including your delivery drivers) as
they also follow the same positive “can-do will-do”
attitude.

Once again please extend my Thanks to your
Company, this wouldn’t have been possible without
support from a number one supplier like Mainline.
Guy Hadfield - Project Engineer
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INSIDE THIS
ISSUE

CUSTOMER
FEEDBACK...

”
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NATIONAL FORKLIFT

SAFETY MONTH
October was National Forklift Safety Month and
Mainline was keen to take part and spread the
message on Forklift safety.
During October we completed many Forklift training
courses and encouraged all attendees to review
their working procedures in a bid to drive down the
alarmingly high number of accidents. In addition, all
our drivers and fitters completed a refresher course.

FORKLIFT INVESTMENT CONTINUES...
2019 was an exceptional year for Mainline with significant investment in Gas, Electric and Diesel
Forklifts. The demand for ‘spot hires’ continues but the growth in long-term contracts has prompted
a desire for more investment in 2020.

BENEFITS OF LONG TERM HIRE

WHY BUY WHEN YOU CAN HIRE?

Breakdowns are inevitable the older the machine. Under a
Mainline long-term contract, we will constantly review your

In the UK, there are more than 1300 forklift-related
accidents each year which means, on average, 5
accidents every working day. Alarmingly almost half
of those overseeing forklift truck operations have
not had any formal training.
This is an annual campaign and one Mainline
intends to add to its working calendar on a
permanent basis.
Visit our website for
further course details
or call Hannah or
Fiona to book a
course on
01283 222044.

machine to ensure our mantra ‘use the right machine for the

SUPPORTING
PROJECTS

LARGE AND SMALL
PROJECT/SERVICE
SEL tendered and was awarded the circa £2mn turnkey
contract to design, manufacture and install a large direct
feed conveyor system.

THE CHALLENGE
SEL work in food factories installing production lines.
This is their biggest project to date and reliability of
machinery and service was critical.
SEL ordered a gas forklift c/w 1.8 extensions. Mainline
has supported the site with a range of equipment where
and when they needed it. The Mainline Service Team
ensured the machines ran smoothly throughout the
project so that our customer was able to deliver their
project on time.

THE RESULTS
Sapcote had a machine on site suitable for the job to
run smoothly without any issues. With a machine fit
for a blue-chip food company the project is running to
schedule without any hold ups. The machine is still on
site to date with zero issues reported.

job’ is maintained.
Take the scenario of a warehouse manager where a forklift
is required to move and rotate stock. Would you buy it or
hire it out on a long-term deal?
Let us explain why the overall costs and benefits favour
hire:
Service and Maintenance – Do you have the capacity and
skill set to carry out routine servicing? With a long-term hire
contract in place, we take the strain. We visit the site and
complete all servicing at no extra cost.
Breakdowns – If a machine breaks down, we may have to
exchange it but at least you have a constant, reliable supply
allowing your business to continue. Warranty, breakdown
problems and costs stay with us. We beat the manufacturers’
breakdown response time; you can rely on us!
Keeping the machine legal – LOLER inspections are
a mandatory legal obligation for anyone using lifting
equipment. These periodic inspections cost between £300

Wide range of equipment – You may require more than one
machine for a job, you can save on costs if you choose to
hire the machines you require for that one job.
Fast supply – Forget long lead times on new equipment. We
are a very reactive business. We deliver the right machine
for the job to where you need it promptly. Brilliant for those
last-minute jobs.
Expert Advice – We have a team of experts who can advise
you on what machine would be the best for any job, so you
don’t have to stress about whether you have picked the best
machine for the job that you require it for.
Favourable rates – Favourable rates can be achieved with
a Mainline long-term contract. Avoid having to finance or
fund a capital project. Avoid depreciation. Enjoy a fixed,
competitive rate.
Cash flow is eased and don’t forget, hire costs are fully
deductible!

and £500. When you are in a long-term hire contract with
Mainline, we cover this at no extra cost.
Upgrades – Upgrading old machines is a constant
challenge; when to change and what to change it to.
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It becomes our responsibility to
keep a working machine in place.
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FORKLIFT

ACCESSORIES

EXPLAINED...
Fork Extensions provide a simple, but effective method of
handling the occasional long and awkward load that extends
past the tips of the parent fork arm (maximum overhang
66%). These extensions are commonly used within the
construction or lifting industries where a smooth underside
reduces damage to the product.
Used in conjunction with the Mechanical
Scissor Grab, the Locating Yoke reduces
the potential of a swinging load and with
its unique locating mechanism allows
accurate positioning of blocks at 90
degrees centres.
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When height is not at a premium, but maximum lift capacity
is critical, the Fork Mounted Jib allows the movement of
long and awkward loads from inaccessible locations with the
potential of 4 different lifting centres.
To discuss the full range available from Mainline call now
on 01283 222044.
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P O W E R I N G

MAINLINE IS PLEASED
TO ANNOUNCE IT
NOW PROVIDES
SYNCHRONISING
GENERATORS!

FESTIVAL SEASON

SAU SAG E & C I D E R F E ST I VA L A N D M O R E . . .

THE CLIENT

Connecting generators in parallel increases the power
capacity, balances the load, makes for ease of maintenance
and provides management of redundancy. The process
involves the physical connection of two or more diesel
generators and the synchronisation of their load outputs.
Mainline offers real practical solutions for critical power
and load sharing sites allowing you to run two or more
generators at the same time, perfect for situations where it
is unsuitable to use larger generators.

ADVANTAGES OF
SYNCHRONISED
GENERATOR SYSTEMS
Increased reliability and redundancy: Improving reliability
and redundancy for both critical and non-critical loads.

Synchronising is available on our rental generator sets from

The system ensures that there is always constant power to

110kVA to 250kVA giving you more power options and a

critical loads and if one of the generators fails, the load is

stable, continuous supply of power should one generator

supplied by the other one or more parallel unit.

cut out.

Low cost of power generation: Cost of generation obviously
increases with generator size and is noticeably more above
600KW. Using several small generators becomes more
economical than a single large generator.
More control and savings on generating costs: The total
amount of power supplied from several small generators
is equal to the power supplied by one large unit. However,

James Dean are a family owned independent event hire and
management business who organise family festivals, hire
out equipment to other event organisers and offer event
management services. They were established in 2012 with a
single festival in Derbyshire and now host 7 per year in both
the UK and Ibiza. They focus on safety and sustainability and
this is shown by the free water and sun cream provided to
all who attend their festivals.

THE CHALLENGE

The project itself was three large festivals in the Midlands
from May to September 2019:

Following several meetings with the customer and review of
the site plans, Mainline won the contract to supply all their
power and telehandler contracts for all three events and
received the following from the company Director:

● Weekend with Series at Cattows Farm
● Sausage and Cider Festival at Catton Park
● Back to the 80’s and 90’s at Cattows Farm
Mainline started with the ‘Weekend with Chesney Hawkes’
at Cattows Farm back in May - which was a luxury glamping
village festival with music and entertainment from Chesney
Hawkes. All guests had their own luxury bell tents, meals
provided, hot tub experience, pamper suites and fire pit.
Mainline provided generators, distribution and telehandlers
to provide power to the tents and pamper suites.

generators. One can balance the load over the different
circuits and decide on the power to generate at any time
The parallel system can achieve huge savings when all
is the point at which generators use the minimum fuel.
Expandability and flexibility: The use of several generators
makes it possible to supply a varying load without piling
up costly units or spending too much on a big generator
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With time slots for delivery and collection extremely tight
(must be delivered at 9am and collected at 4pm), we had
to coordinate the preparation in the workshop with the
transport team and liaise with the sales team to ensure all
requests were met, confirming all amendments with the rest
of the team and letting the customer know how and when
we planned to deliver.

CLIENT FEEDBACK

I’ve used many power and plant companies over the last 10
years, some good, some bad. But none have come close to
how organised Mainline were. In a fast-paced environment
where timings and logistics are critical, having the
reassurance that everything will be sorted is exactly what
we need. The sales and service teams are a credit to the
Mainline team and the reason why I chose them this year.

generators are operated above 75% of their rated load. This

Businesses should include a backup generator as part of
their contingency planning. Do you have an emergency
backup?

‘’Well done Jen. Your persistence and determination
have won Mainline this. This year has been the most
competitive with at least 6 companies fighting for the
contract.’’

“

based on the load.

The power was off between 6am and 9am which is a
critically busy time operationally for Mainline. Our focus
was to retain our service levels. Within 25 minutes, we had
connected a 110Kva Generator, powered it up and we were
up and running as if nothing had happened!

Mainline’s final project was in September back at Cattows
Farm for the UK’s fastest growing nostalgic Back to the 80’s
and 90’s Festival. With the main stage, dance tent, camping
grounds, VIP areas, food and drink trailers. Mainline supplied
power (including sync sets), distribution, lighting towers,
bowsers, telehandlers and installation and management from
our power generation team.

PROJECT/SERVICE

there is more control and balancing in the smaller

POWER CUT - MAINLINE
RESCUED ITSELF!!!

The second project was the popular three-day Sausage
and Cider festival starting Friday 28th June 2019 at Catton
Park, where guests enjoy over twenty varieties of cider
and some of the best sausages and street food in the East
Midlands. With over ten different tribute acts amongst the
line-up, this was a bigger event for us to get our teeth
into. Mainline supplied generators (including sync sets),
distribution, telehandlers, bowsers, tower lights and full
cover management from our power generation team.

whose fuel capacity is rarely used. Generators can be added
gradually as demand increases.

Eliminate your single
point of failure, hire
a Generator from
Mainline!
Generators are
available for both
sites and events.
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Beautiful blue skies made it a perfect weekend for Chatsworth
Country Fair with Mainline supplying Plant and Power
equipment.
Mainline supplied a 12m JLG Telehandler and Lighting Towers,
all of which contributed to a very well organised and successful
event.
The Power team has had another successful year delivering
Generators to local events and to the many sites we look after
with distribution and fuel management.
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”

POWER GENERATION EVENTS

“

Dear Lee,
Thank you very much indeed for everything you did to make the
Chatsworth Country Fair such a huge success.
We are all extremely grateful to each of you for your hard work,
support and dedication.
Well done to everyone at the Mainline team!

”
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NEW

FACES
Hannah Sherriff
Sales Office Support

A warm welcome to Hannah Sherriff who joins Fiona in
the Sales Office Support Team. Already experienced in
hire, Hannah is used to dealing with power generation and
accommodation but is quickly learning the wide scope of
machines in the Mainline Access and Plant fleet.
In her spare time, Hannah looks after a team of animals and
plays the French Horn. Her main passion is helping out on
local hospital cancer wards styling wigs for patients who
have lost their hair due to cancer treatment.

DELIVERING SUCCESSFUL
SAFETY SOLUTIONS
INSTALLATION DATE

Fiona Speirs
Sales Office Support

LOCATION

Hannah joins Fiona
Speirs who arrived
12 months ago after 8
years working in plant
hire and sales. Fiona has
made this her role and
now not only supports
the sales team but also
directly looks after her own accounts. She delivers certainty
to callers and is super organised, always getting back to
customers promptly and ensuring the job gets done.
These girls make a formidable team who aim to continuously
challenge our performance to be the very best we can.

MORE APPRENTICES
More and more school and college
leavers across the UK are choosing to
do apprenticeships, giving young adults
the opportuinty to learn in a real-world
environment. Mainline is delighted to
welcome Ethan Jarrett who has completed
a BTEC Level 3 Extended Diploma in
Engineering whilst working part time to
gain work experience.

Matthew brings a wealth of experience in route planning and
daily route scheduling. His calm, likeable character allows
him to deal effectively, whilst respectfully, with customers
offices and sites to ensure we deliver what they want, where
they want, when they want.
Matthew is very familiar with the FORS standards and is
looking forward to working with our customers to deliver the
very best service he can.
He loves listening to music, watching films, mountain biking
and anything involving cars.
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In his spare time he trains at the gym,
enjoys boxing and occasionally plays on
his PlayStation.

SCHEME

Demand for our MEWPs for Managers course is
expected to grow in 2020 as
employers, project managers
and supervisors become more
and more responsible for
planning and overseeing the
use of MEWPS on their site.
This theoretical course has
received excellent feedback
with attendees surprised at
how much they didn’t know!
Plus they leave with an IPAF
certificate.

To comply with the excellent safety record at
Nestles, Mainline is working with their Health and
Safety Team to develop a programme of training
courses for both internal and sub-contractor staff.
This includes Safety Awareness Days, specific
machine training, MEWPS, harness and general
health & safety courses.

ACTION

Ask your Account Manager
about these courses.

Additionally, Mainline attends weekly site meetings
to discuss further requirements and develop courses
to meet those needs. Courses are even delivered to
none English speaking attendees!

Ethan Jarrett
Apprentice

IN OTHER NEWS
Kev Peace delivers 20
years service!
LB Hits 50 but
someone has been
messing with his
desk!
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Our IPAF and PASMA courses are regularly delivered
in our Training Centre but this year saw an increase in
the number of students taking Forklift, Telehandler and
Health & Safety courses.

Mainline Training Centre, Derbyshire.

Mainline works with Nestles to create Safety
Awareness Days which include presentations and
videos, access product training and demonstrations
as well as the very latest safety equipment. Because
Mainline has a vast range of the very latest access
equipment it is able to address all requirements
thoroughly.

FOR MAINLINE!

NEW TRANSPORT MANAGER
hits the ground running!

THE TRAINING CENTRE
DELIVERS A RECORD NUMBER
OF COURSES IN 2019

Continuous.

With both Nestles and Mainline having a desire to
promote and implement the very highest levels of
health and safety the partnership delivers a fantastic
solution.

“

CLIENT FEEDBACK

Mainline has been a fantastic help and a great
source of professionalism in delivering the training
we received. The access equipment was all new and
of a really high quality. We are happy to be using
Mainline Access machines for our work in the Nestle
factory.
Gianluca Riccardi – Site Manager.

”
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MORE AUDIT

SUCCESS

In line with the major expansion of our Forklift fleet we joined
the Fork Lift Truck Association (FLTA). The audit was rigorous
but demonstrates that Mainline works to high standards and
is knowledgeable on the best codes of practice.

Supplier Name:
Mainline (1982) Ltd
MSE
CSR: 100%
Environmental: 98%
Health & Safety: 100%
Quality: 100%

SITE
CSR: 100%
Environmental: 100%
Health & Safety: 100%
Quality: 100%
Audit Outcome:
MSE Score: 99%
Site Score: 100%

WE’RE ACCREDITED WITH:
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CASE STUDIES
7 STOREY WINDOW
I N S TA L L AT I O N

INCE
BIOMASS

PROJECT/SERVICE

PROJECT/SERVICE

A window installation company
approached Mainline to assist
with some elevated access to
flat roofing, an area that was not
previously load tested.

Our long term customer called into Mainline and
advised that they had a critical and time-sensitive
project that was approaching very soon. The project
itself required machinery and services that spanned
the whole of Mainline’s offering; along with an
extremely tight deadline.

THE CHALLENGE
The area the customer needed to
reach was over 20m high with a
very complex framework. The flat
glass roof had not been load tested, so strategic thinking
and an appropriate solution was required to allow the
customer to reach over this area to the flat roofs above.

THE SOLUTION
We recommended using the Z135 in order to access the
windows and framework, which enabled the customer to
reach above the flat roof with glass balustrades without
load bearing on the flat glass roof below.

“

CLIENT FEEDBACK

The Z135 provided the exact access the customer
required. The customer was delighted with our
recommendation that made this job really quick and
easy to carry out.

“

THREE MACHINES
WORKING IN HARMONY

”

Mainline was the preferred supplier because our
Account Management team always offer service
that exceeds expectations. Our customer had no
relationship with their last access supplier and it
was very transactional. They wanted a collaborative
relationship - someone to ask advice and provide the
best recommendations.
Our Account Managers, supported by their office
based Sales Coordinators, are able to offer a ‘one-toone’ service where they can answer technical queries
and they offer site surveys to ensure the right hire
equipment is used. The customer can then introduce
the Mainline team to the main H&S Executives with
confidence because of their wealth of experience.

THE CHALLENGE
This project involved complex requirements with tight space
and lifting. Several machines needed to work alongside each
other safely in a productive manner.

A site survey was carried out to see the space they had
available on site and to see which elements of the project
they needed equipment for. With the lifting requirements they
needed a 17m telehandler so on that basis it was a case of
what would be most suitable. We provided our customer with:

THE CHALLENGE

● 17m JLG Telehandler
● 20.8m Niftylift HR21 Hybrid Cherry Picker
● 40m JLG 1250 AJP Cherry Picker.

The key challenge here was to organise the delivery
and execution of a huge variety of machines and
products within a two-week window.
The order was a complete one-stop shop across our
total offering and included:

Drayton Manor has been a customer of Mainline for numerous years; we have always been very satisfied with the level
of equipment and service Mainline has provided. Our relationship is of a personal nature now and a strong bond has
been developed through a very good working relationship and understanding of our requirements.
Nothing is ever too much trouble no matter how little notice is given when we’re just not quite sure what we need. If
needs be, a staff member will come to site and assess what we require to ensure we get the right piece of equipment.
Mainline go the extra mile to ensure full customer satisfaction, I can confidently call them and they will do their utmost to
take the problem from me so I can get on with my other duties.

The challenge was to get all the machines up to
Biomass Chester at the same time so they could start
the work immediately as delays would have been
detrimental to the timeline of the project.

OUR APPROACH
The approach was simple, get all the required
machinery onto three lorries and leave very early to
make sure we got to the client for 8am. This project
highlights how we got our name as a ‘One Stop Shop’
and shows how Mainline loves a challenge and will
always go that extra mile for a client.

“

CLIENT FEEDBACK

The client was extremely pleased that we managed to
get all the machines to them on time, in one go.
Mainline understands that clients do not have the
time to make numerous telephone calls to different
suppliers. We were able to take this issue away with
one telephone call and delivered as promised.

”
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The 3 machines working in perfect
harmony, making 1 very happy customer.

“FIVE STAR F E E D B A C K

● 1 x 10m Electric Boom
● 2 x 16m Diesel Articulated Booms
● 2 x 20m Diesel Articulated Booms
● 1 x 8m Electric Scissor
● 2 x 17m Telehandler c/w Jibs

Carole Poynton - Mainline Group Director
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THE SOLUTION

”

“E X C E L L E N T

Gaynor Pope

”

S E R V I C E FROM THE ONE STOP SHOP

I have been a Mainline customer on previous contracts and chose them once again to supply for the duration of the
Energy from Waste project. Mainline are the preferred supplier of choice due to their extensive range of equipment and
services. Mainline provides a great level of service and a full range of equipment from Tool Hire, Telehandlers including
Roto models, Powered Access (large and small), Fuel Bowsers and Fuel Management, Generators and Distribution powering various aspects of the site, Training together with a wide range of consumables. I used them because of their
‘One Stop Shop’ facility and they didn’t disappoint, rising to the challenge with whatever we asked them to supply to us.
I had a sole point of contact in the Steve Matthews, Regional Account Manager, who I could contact at any time of the
day, in or out of hours. Steve worked with us very closely attending regular site meetings. He understood our needs and
appreciated the tight time scales we were working to. Steve and the rest of the Mainline Team have always tried their
very best to meet our deadlines to ensure the project ran smoothly and on time.
With the full range of kit offered and the backup service provided, it made my job slightly less stressful particularly as
they provide an Account Manager and back office ‘Sales Coordinator’. I challenged them with products and timescales
but I was assured that anything I gave to Steve he would sort because they work extremely hard to make things happen
and provide an excellent service to back up the fleet. When other contractors came to work on site they were being let
down with their current suppliers, I knew I wouldn’t and this did result in other contractors taking advantage of what
Mainline had to offer.
Ian Wright - Site Manager
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MAINLINE SPONSORS
DE HOOD BOXING
CENTRE IN SHEFFIELD
f

Children in Need Bake Of
1st Place Winner
Matthew Hubbard

November 2019

Raising money for Children in Need our staff prepared
home-made cakes to compete in our charity bake-off,
after which the treats were available for customers to
purchase on the counter. The boys delivered some
surprise winners!

MAINLINE GROUP IS PROUD TO
SUPPORT

St Giles Hospice has
been providing vital
care to local people
and their families for
over 35 years. Originally founded to improve the care of
local people dying with cancer, they now support more
people in our community whose illnesses may not be
curable, additionally they offer support for the families
and carers of those patients they care for as well as
helping those who are bereaved.
Their dedicated nursing team provides individuallytailored care either at the hospice in Whittington,
Lichfield, or in patients’ own homes across our region.
Their range of specialist services and nursing care is
provided free of charge to those who need it. Although St
Giles receives some funding from the Government, they
rely heavily on donations and fundraising to fund most of
their work. You can also make a donation by visiting
www.stgileshospice.com/donate

De Hood is a boxing centre in
Sheffield that does a lot more
than just teach students how to
box. The main aim of De Hood is
to create an environment where people are happy
and care for each other. De Hood was started up
by former boxer, Reagan Denton, who early in his
career followed the wrong path. Once he turned his
life around, he wanted to use his past experiences
to help those that need support. They have already
improved the quality of life for some of the local
residents but have ambitions to go global so they
can help many other people in need. They offer
world class facilities and training but also offer
support to anyone, from vulnerable and traumatised
people to drug/alcohol addicts and the homeless.
De Hood is more than just a club, they are a family
where they make sure no one feels like they are
alone and will stick together through the good and
the bad times.
De Hood aims to include everyone so if you’re not
much of a boxing fan they run fitness, dancing,
football, personal training and sports recreation
clubs as well as fundraising and Drug and Alcohol
rehabilitation clubs. Through the introduction by
our National Sales Manager, Lee Bodfield, Mainline
can feel proud that its support to these wonderful
projects will have made a difference to so many
young lives.

WAYS TO GET IN TOUCH
1. Call us on 01283 222 044
2. Email us at sales@mainlinegroup.com
3. Visit our website www.mainlinegroup.com
@MainlineGroup1982

@mainline1982

Mainline1982

@mainlinegroup1982

